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Triangularization Technique for the Design of
Multivariable Control Svstems

triangular-diagonal-dominance of G(s)U(s). To do this, we follow an
idea exploited in Anderson and Hung [7]: the set of proper, stable, real
rational transfer functions forms a principal ideal domain [a], 191-actuN G W E N T HUNG AND BRIAN D. 0 ANDERSON,
ally a Euclidean domain. (Since all transfer functions encountered in the
FELLOW, IEEE
paper will be real rational, we shall henceforth omit this qualification.)
Let us denote this special Euclidean domain by 9,. A unimodular
Absnnct-~IIS .
va.
w .
vresents a novel techniaue for the desim of matrix over 9, (i.e., a matrix whose inverse also belongs to 9,) is
multlvarlable mom1 systems. A stable and proper precompeosator is to be realizable, stable, and minimum phase. Thus, we initially search for
and mdlhedetermlwd for a multivariable vlmt such that the mmrmeosated olPat surlabie U(r) In the claw of unlrnodular rnamces oter
bander function matrix is &ar
and diagonally dom&mt in anon- mstlcal tools allow us to cdlruldle U ( s ) hy drrecl rnanlpul~tlon,so 3~ 10
standard way. As a mnseqwnce of the triangular-diaeonal-doWce achieve as far as possible the design objectives. Diagonal compensators
property, only the diagonal k~ementsneed to bemusidered in m overalt are then used to further the achieving of the design objectives.
Since the design methods of this paper are related to Rosenbrock's
dosed-loop design. In effect, the technique provides a systematic pdure to reduce a multivariable design problem to independent d a r design techniques, more specific comparisons are now made. Rosenbrock has
demonstrated in numerous industrial applications the power of his
problems.
diagonal dominance techniques [lo]. RougbIy, be seeks a prewmpensator C(s) such that both G(s)C(s) and the unity negative feedback
I INT~ODU~ON
closed-loop matrix R(s) (or R(s) alone) are diagonal dominant so as to
Insp~red from the broad ph~losophy
. . of the Bntlsh School allow the multivariable problem to be decomposed into a set of classical
(Rosenbrock, MacFarlane, Mayne, etc.), this paper is concerned with the design problems whichignore the off-diagonal elements of G(s)C(s).
problem There is no oprion' guarantee that such a precompe"sator C(s) exists nor
problem of reducing a multivariable feedback controller desigo
..
to scalar design p~ablems.A number of multivariable techniques are that a trial and error procedure for selecting an appropriate C(s) will
currently available, as for example, those known as the inverse Nyquist succeed, although when trial and error procedures have been applied,
array [I], 121, the characteristic locus 131-[S], and the sequential return they seem to have been virtually universally successful. A comparison
difference 161. The existence of more than one technique underlines the with our techniques shows that we are able, by introducing the triangufact that no one technique is universally more attractive than the others. larization constraint, to relax the diagonal dominance definition and
Also the fact that each requires a trial and error piocedure in order to eliminate the diagonal dominance restriction on R(s) to ensure that a
decompose the multivariable problem into a series of scalar design direct procedure to achieve a suitable precompensator C(s) can be
problems indicates that a certain prerequisite design experience is helpful found. On the other hand, it should be conceded that in simple examand may be necessary for the methods to be successfully applied. It ples, the precompensator complexity achieved by Rosenbrock is simpler
would be clearly desirable to develop a multivariable design approach than achieved here, although there may be a consequent degradation of
which is simple,
and not requirine
performance.
. systematic,
.
. - any. .~ r i o rdesim
- ex~eri.
ence other than for scalar deslgn and wh~chcan be implemented on a
Anderson and Hung [7] have set the multivariable design problem into
broader class of problems than is covered by the exlstma
the framework of finding canonical forms of matrices over Euclidean
.techmaues. In
this paper we work towards this end.
domains. The Smith canonical form led us to give serious thought to the
In order to work systematically with multivariable system transfer possibility of developing diagonalization procedures [a], [I I] based on it,
matrices, we exploit the concept of triangularization. Let us denote G(s) but it turns out that a postcompensator is often needed as well as a
as the open-loop plant transfer matrix, and U(s) as a wmpensator precompensator and thus is clearly a disadvantage. Moreaver, the resultanoroach seeks a realizable. stable. ing designs often appear to be quite complex. Eliminating the notion of
transfer matrix. The trianwlarization
and preferably minimum phase precompensator U(s) such that G(s) U(s) using a postcompensator suggests that one bases a design on the Hermite
is trianmlar.
Then one seeks to a..
~.
dv
classical demm
.
- techniaues in a farm 171. Again, in design terms, the technique can still be complicated
sequence of scalar designs to obtain a further diagonal prewmpensator and unnecessarily so. Consequently, we develop our special triangulariK(s). Unity negative feedback is then applied. However, without addi- zation technique which gives a simpler wmpensator and allows more
tional constraints on the triangular transfer function matrix, it is not design freedom. It should be noted that, as for the Smith or Hermite
clear how K(s) should be found. In order to avoid this difficulty, we form techniques, our trianylarization technique works in any Euclidean
impose the constraint that G(s)U(s) be not only triangular but also domain.
diagonal dominant in a nonstandard sense: off-diagonal elements of
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we
G(s)U(s) must be such that, when ignored in applying the classical present in detail the multivariable control system design technique.
designs, allowing the classical designs to be implemented in any Section 111 is concerned with worked examples in order to compare the
sequence and independently of one another, the desigo is almost as new technique against those developed earlier. Finally, we include conacceptable as when there is an attempt to take into account the off-diag- cluding remarks and several open questions for future research.
onal terms. It should be noted that the motivation for the introduction
An Appendix is included which explains the necessary background
and definition of the diagonal dominance concept here is somewhat facts relating to Euclidean domains. It also describes an aspect of the
different than in [I]. For this reason, we shall use the terminology compensator design procedure that is related to the Hermite form
triangular-diagonal-dominant.
concept.
In any multivariable design procedure, it is, of course, crucial that the
precompensator U(s) be realizable, and it is highly desirable that it be
stable and minimum phase. Thus, we seek a mechanism to design U(s)
We present in this section a procedure for triangularizing a proper
to satisfy these constraints as well as achieve trianylarization and
square n x n plant G(s) via precompensation. We aim for the resulting
triangular matrix to have an additional property. If off-diagonal terms
Manvwript rsceivcd April 26, 1978: rcvi~cdNovember 13, 1978. ~ a p s r-mmcndcd
r
by M. K. Sain, Past Chairman of the Linear Systems Committee. This work wan
are neglected and a stable closed-loop design is then developed using a
supported by the Avrlralian Research Orants Commitlu.
The authon are with thc Department 01 Electrical Endneering, Univsrsity of Newcan- second diagonal precompensator and unity negative feedback, the set-up
flc, Ncwcantlc. N.S.W., Australia.
with off-diagonal terms present remains stable.
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If G(s) is stable,' using the procedure of the Appendix we can find a
pr-ompensator U(s) with u(s) and u-'(s) proper and stable~andsuch
that

is triangular. If G(s) is not stable, the following device is used. Find
L(s)-diag[li(s)/mi(s)l such that L(s)G(s) is proper, and after cancellations, stable. Find U(s) such that LGU is triangular; because L is
diagonal, GU is triangular.

Phme 2: Triangular-Diogo~l-Domi~me and Irs Cheeking
For any proper rational transfer function matrix X(s), let X+(s)
denote the sum of those strictly proper terms in a partial fraction
expansion of X(s) with poles in Re[s]>O. Let S[X(s)] denote the
McMillan degree of X(s) (=dimension of a minimal state variable
realization=degree of determinant of denommator in a coprime matrix
fraction description [12],[13] =degree of the least common denominator
monic p o l y n o ~ of
l all minors of x [14]).
For any square transfer function matrix X(s), let
~

3 s ) =diag[x, ,(s);

. . ,x,,(s)].

We say that o triangular matrix P ( ~ )is rriangulor-djngoMl-do~Mnt
(TDD) if
6[~+(~)1=6[j+(s)].

(2.2)

This says, roughly, my instability of the diagonal of Pfs) musf also show
up on the d i a g o ~ l .
Example of o non-TDD mntrrx:

P(s)=

NO.

3, m 1979

..

P h m 1 ~~ongulonmfron

~~

AC-2,

1
s-2
1
s-1

8ood closed-IWD charactenstlc for the scalar ~ l a n defmed
t
bv o,(s).
, , ~ ~It
-~,
turns out that rhe resulting d i o g o ~ compenrntor
l
also stabilizes P(s). A
proof is given below, and examples which indicate in particular cases the
loss of
tions-are

- ..

of closed-loop performance-principaIly
given in the next section.
~

due to

~

The claim above rests on the following theorem.
Theorem 1: With quantities as defined above, suppose C(s) can be
precompensated to TDD form P(s), anp let K(s)=diag[kj(s)] be such
that the compensator K(s) stabilizes P(s), so that pj,kj(l +pjikj)-' is
stable for each i, and there are no unstable pole-zero cancellations
between p,, and kp Then K(s) stabilizes P(s).
The proof of the theorem uses several lemmas.
Lemmn 2: Let X(s) be a lower triangular proper transfer function
matrix. There exist right matrix fraction descriptions3 (MFD's)
Nx(s)DF ' ( 8 ) with Nx,Dx lower triangular.
Proof By polynomial unimodular transformation, if necessary, any
MFD of X(s) can be constructed to have lower triangular denominator
Dx(s) [13]. Then Nx(s)=X(s)Dx(s) is lower triangular.
Lemmn 3: Let ?(s) be a lower triangular proper transfer function.
Then S[X(s)]>S[X(s)].
Proof Let N,,D,
.. .. be as in Lemma 1 and also define a minimal
MFD. Then i = i x & ' , and 6 [ i ] < d e g det[fixl=deg d e t [ ~ ~ ] = 6 [ ~ ] .
Lemma 4: Let X(s), Y(s) he proper transfer function matrices for
which the product X(s)Y(s) can be formed. Then G[(XY)+]<S[X+]+
6[Y+1.
Proofi Let X=BA
Y= C-'D be minimal MFD's. Then XY=
N(CA)-'D defines a ~ossiblvnonminimal mixed MFD, and if XY=
F E - ' is a muumal MPD,
div~des\CAI The result follows from the
easlly checked fact that 61X,l=number
of zeros of IAI
. ..
. . m Re161>
. . 0, and
similarly for S[Y+],S[(XY)+].
Lemmn 5; With P=(p.,) being TDD and K=diag(k.) with no unstable oole zero cance~atiohsbetween o:; and k:. then PK is TDD. In
addtlon, there are no unstable pole-zero cancellaOons between P and K,
1.e.. 6[(PK)+]=6[P+]+S[K+]
Proof:

-',
\El

...

0
,
s-2
I
1
- s-2
s-3

6[(PK)+1<S(P+)+ S(K+) (Lemma 4)
=6(p+)+ s(K+) (TDD)
=s[(~K)+]

Using properties of the McMillan degree, it is not hard to show that

and that 6[j+(s)] is the same for all U(s) with the properties noted
above which triangularize G(s). Consequently, we have the following.
Lemmn I: With G(s) a square transfer function matrix, either aJ P(s)
or no P ( 3 obtained by the Phase 1 procedure are TDD.
In Phase 3, we show how removal of the diagonal instability of a TDD
matrix implies removal of the off-diagonal instability.

K ) + ] PK is TDD. Note
whence S [ ( P K ) + ] = ~ [ ( ~ K ) + ] = S [ ( ~implying
that the proof also shows that S[(PK)+]=S(P+)+6(K+).
Proof of 7korem: Because of Lemma 5, we can without loss of
generality assume that K = I. Let P(s)= N,(s)DF xs) be- a e a l
MFD with lower triangular N,(s) and D,(s). F e n P(s)=N,(s)D;'(s)
is a possibly nonminimal MFD. Now IDpi=lDpl, and S[P+]=number
oczeros of \D,I in Re[*] > 0. By TDD then, ~ [ ~ + ] = ~ u m b e rzeros
- o f of
ID,I in Re[*] > 0, and so any cancellations between N, and D,
?nly
bc of factors with zeros in Re[s]<O. Since PJI+P]-' is stable, N,[N,+
D,]-' in cancelled formis stablqand 20 IN,+D,I is Humitz, since all
cancellations between-Np and N,+D, involve factors with zeros in
Re[$]< 0. However, IN, + D,I = IN, + D,I in view of the lower trianguD,)-l is stable,
lar structure of N, and D,, so P ( l + P)-I = N,(N,
proving the theorem.
Provided that we can achieve TDD, the design procedure involves
obtaining two compensators, the unimodular U(s) and the diagonal K(s).
No unstable pole-zero cancellations occur in the product GUK. The
natural question arises as to when TDD will be achieved, and what to do
when it is not achieved.

can

+

Phme 3; Closed-Loop Design
Suppose G(s) can be precompensated to give a TDD P(s). (The
contrary case will be considered later.) Then neglecting the off-diagonal
terms of P(s), each loop2 is closed by a scalar compensator to give a
'A sfable transrcr function ma& is one for which the dcnoMnator or every enUy or
the matrix, dlcr eanesllatiom, is H u m 1 4 i.s., has aU m r in Re[s]<O.
:lacIU, loop
con315uhcirmrml.vl,n p n rrom
~
input,
PI,, to oLtpul I
P,,).
fccJhsek lu r dlllcrmclng clcmcnt, and then lhc irrnhml.non palh Ihrovgh the ,Ih
dlaganal c n q of a prccompcnrsror 1.3 P(.) a, ihc Ih anput of PI^,

or

(dlagonal structure and no
unstable pole-zero cancellations)

or

=A "ghl matrix fraction dcscnption or a rational transrcr function matrix
vriths 01 W ( r ) asA(r)B -'(I) for some polynomial A(r),B(r); rcc, =.a.1131.

W(,) is e

When is TDD Curanreed?
Sufficient conditions guaranteeing the TDD properfy are contained in
the following lemma.
L e m m 6: With notation as above, G(s) can be prewmpensated to
TDD form if any of the following conditions hold:
1) G(s) is stable.
2) The off-diagonal part of P(s)= G(s)U(s) is stable.
3) Any unstable pole in the off-diagonal part of P(s) occurs in only
one off-diagonal entry and then also occurs'in the diagonal element in
either the same row or same column, with at least the same multiplicity.
4) ~ [ I G ( S ) I + I - ~ [ ~ + ( S ) I .

(2.4)

Proofi Conditions 1)-3) are trivial to prove. We prove only condition 4). It is easily seen !hat 6[G+(s)l=6[P+(s)l and S[IG@)I+I=
Sl1P(s)l+l=~llP(~)l+16~lIp+(~)ll.
N o w by Lemma 3, a[P,(s)l<
S[P+(s)], and also, S[IP+(s)ll<S[P+(s)l. So (2.4) implies 6[P+(s)l=
G[P+(s)I.
Example:

Then it is conceivable that a small adjustment to the o r i a a l matrix
could have yielded instead

[

.I)<;:

I

1

or thereabouts, it is clear that the allegedly
If Kc)
. . is
. . triangular
matrix is far from triangular in one sense. Its diagonal elements are both
1+Kc) yet it has an eigenvalue that is approximately zero.
conceive of potential diffieities arising in triangulariring
One
transfer function matrices which are extensions of the above sort of
difficulty. The remedy would seem to rest in executing a sensitivity
analysis if such difficulties are anticipated.
3) Throuehout
- this section, we have concentrated on securinr!.stability, rather than, say, securing all poles to lie in a certain cone, or other
As the Ap~endix
makes clear, there is in
restricted region
- of Relsl<O.
..
..
principle no difficulty in restricting pole positions more closely. The
penalty is likely Io be more complicated compensators. The transient
response may be improved by such a restriction, however. Also, by
chwsing a bounded region for permissible poles, the unimodular wmpensator poles and zeros become confined w i I h this region, and this
suggests that the phase shift introduced by the compensator will not be
unrealistically high. (The situation is analogous to the scalar design
notion that the pole and zero of a lead or lag compensator should not
vary in magnitude by a factor of more than approximately 10.)
4) Interaction is caused by signals from one loop entering another
loop; accordingly, high-loop gains, which serve to reject unwonted disturbance~,mwt reduce interaction. Thus, consider the 2 x 2 case

can

Hence, G(s) can be precompensated to TDD form.
Equat~on(2.4) suggests, and experience bears out, that for examples of
G(s) selected from real Lfe, the TDD property can be expected. However, one can readdy wntnve examples where it does not hold, e.g.,

The transfer functions

For the sake of completeness, we outline an approach applicable here.

!2
P12

and

k1~2,
(1 + ~ , P , I ) ~ , P Z ,

evaluated on the j w - a s are measures of interaction before and after
feedback, and they ~llustratethe point that havlng large k2, rather than
Failure of TDD is associated with modes which are both unstable and large k,, helps reduce interaction. High k,, of course, cuts down the
not on the diagonal. It follows that they should be forced onto the effect of unwatned signals in loop 2, the unwanted signal here being
diagonal. The following procedure has been found to work e m p ~ + l l y . coupline,
. - from lwr, 1.
Premultiply Gcs) by a constant nonsingular matrix V to form G(s)=
5) In case G(r) r, a mnlmum phase plant. [7] shuns thdl thrrc crlsls a
VG(s). Then G(s) can be precompensated to TDD firm. Once com- V(r)wtth all poles ane mros in RelslcO ,uih that G'(c)V(s)IS d~agunal.
pensators U(s),K(s) have been found for G(s), the compensator This interaction can be eliminated,-but this may be at the cost of the
U(s)K(*)V is then used for G(s). This corresponds to temporarily in- compensation being rather complex.
troducing a postcompensator V and then at the end of the design,
6) There is quite clearly no getting around the difficulties of "onmoving it back round the feedback loop. This idea (with a unimodular, minimum phase plants. The plant zeros in Re[s] > O will be zeros of the
rather than constant, V) is used in 171 for a design procedure based on diagonal entries of P(s), i.e., the entries of P(s) for which scalar compensators are to be formed, and will clearly make the control design task
nonstandard Smith and Smith-McMillan foms.
harder.
Miscelloneou~Points
Obtaining TDD

1) One of the objectives of a multivariable plant design procedure is
often to get low transient interaction and zero steady-state interaction.
To assist the second objective, one could include in the construction of
the compensator U(s)-perhaps at the last step-a constant triangular
matrix which diagonalizes the plant at s=O. It is clear that the triangular-diagonal-dominance property is still preserved. However, compromise of the first objective, low transient interactions, may result.
2) There can be cer& numerical dangers in triangularization procedures. Consider a 2 x 2 real matrix, and suppose that a postmultiplying
matrix yields a product

We first illustrate the triangularhtion technique in comparison with
the diagonal dominance technique (inverse Nyquist array) developed by
Rosenbrock, using one of his examples. The problem is to search for a
compensator so that the closed-loop system is stable and has a good
tracking property for step inputs. In addition, interactions are kept as
low as possible and some security against loop failure is inherently
achieved with the technique as classical feedback designs are done for
each loop independently.
Example I : The open-lwp system has the fallowing transfer matrix
[I]:
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the
Nyquist array and diagonal dominance technique,
Rosenbrock selects the following pr-mpensator:
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The ma& is triangular-diagonal-dominant. Closed-loop design on the
diagonal elements shows that the system is stable far any constant
feedback loop gains (i.e., k, > 0, k, > 0).
The following choice of feedback loop gains resulting from classical
designs ensures a gwd input following property and small steady-state
error in the first loop as well as a limit on the overshoot in the second
loop to about 40 percent. At the same time, by introducing some phase
shift in the second loop, interaction can be kept reasonably low, the
plant inputs have approximately the same maxima as with the INA
compensator, and the steady-state error is less than 3 percent:

The closed-loop transfer matrix is

Consequently, the following precompensator is chosen:

Now using the TDD tecbmque, the followmg steps are made in order
to construct a des~rablecompensator.
Step I: In the first row, the element (I, 1) already has lowest degree
(8x2).
Step 2: Subtract a multlple of the first column from the second to
ensure 6(z,3<S(gll)

The resulting closed-loop transfer matnx is
35
36+s

"s_=.-+b
(I+s)~

(I+s)

s3+37.15s2+46.35s+178.2

(I+s)

-

3

I
b = -2 '

Thus,
1
G(s)[;
1-3s
3(l+s)'

,

-,

\

-

Space limitations preclude the development at length of two remaining
examples. We simply s d e the highlights. Example 2 was studied
in [IS] using the sequential return difference technique [6], and Example
3 in (161 using the characteristic locus method.
Example 2 (Unstable Chemical Reactor): The open-loop transfer
matrix is

2(l+s)

Step 3: As g,,#O, return to Step 1.
Step I : Again, move to (I, 1) position the element with lowest degree
(a= 1)

\*

s2+1.15s+4.95

Fig. I shows the outout steo resoonses of the two svstems and Re. 2 the
corresponding plant inputs. It is clear that both systems perform comparably. Rosenbrock's compensator is, of course, simpler, but it is worth
remembering that via thenew technique, the precompensator is obtained
systematically.

where

==T,

. .

0
4.8

G(s)=

-(2.63+11.11s+2.11s2)
233.5+29.2s
1.515+0.943s
-96.5 - 58.25s+43.83s'+5.68s3
s4+ 1l.87s3+ 18.47s'-79.43s+7.55

I

,

where
2(1 -s)
a= and b=O
I+s

1

0

(The TDD property turns out to be satisfied for this unstable plant.) Rise
times, overshoot in the 1-1 term and coupling from input 2 to input 1 are
better for the TDD compensator, but plant input magnitudes for step
reference inputs are greater by a factor of approximately 2. Steady-state
errors for the first compensator are zero because of the integral feedback; for the second, the error is 3.8 percent for the first loop, 2.0
percent for the second.
Example 3 (Pressurized Flow-Box): The open-loop transfer matrix for
a pressurized flow-box is
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By eliminating some of the trial
controller, and Quality
.
. of mrformance.
.
and error in exlslmg frequency-dommn approaches, the method scores
well on ease of use. Far the three examples chosen, the method performs
acceptably in relation to complexity of controller and quality i f perfarm c e . Controller complexities are a good deal less than those which
would result from state variable methods.
One difficulty with the present method relates to plants which cannot
be made triangular-diagonal-dominant.Other factors which demand
further consideration are inaccuracies and associated sensitivity problems, nonsquare plants, and the lise of compensators with greater restrictions on pole and zero positions.
LasS we should stress that the three examples neither prove nor
disprove the usefulness of the design approach, although it is fair to
claim they provide a prima facie case for not dismissing it. Further
evaluation by examples is needed.
APPENDIX
FUNCTION 'hANGULARIZATION
TRANSFER

Fig I

output step response8 (

T ~ plant

output r for step on rcrcnncc mppnt,)

In this Appendix, we first review and develop a number of algebra
ideas that are relevant in studying the design techniques of the major
part of the paper. The most important points below stem from the fact
that the class of stable, proper rational transfer functions f o m a
Euclidean domain. References dealing with the algebraic ideas of this
Appendix include [Ill, [17], [IS] while their application to transfer
functions has been described in [XI, [9].

Recall first the concept of afield as a collection of objects which can
be added subtracted, multiplied, and divided (except by zero) with the
usual associative, distributive, and cumputative rules.
A commutatiw ring is a collection of objects with all the field properties except division, and an inregral domnin is a commutative ring
possessing a 1 (i.e., l a = a ) and no zero divisors (i.e., ob=O implies a=O
or b=O). An equivalent requirement to the last property is that a
cancellation law holds, i.e., ob = nc implies b = c if a#O.
Let % be an integral domain and suppose that with every nonzero
a € % there is associated a nonnegative integer 6(a) with the following
property: for each a, b € 3 with o+O there exist q , r € % such that
b = o q + r and r=O or 6(r)<S(o).
Fig. 2. Plan, inpub ( s ~ plant
:
input i for step on rereren~sinput,,.

where
a(s).=s2+0.395s+ 1.26X
The characteristic locus wmpensator and the TDD compensate? a
respectively,

Interaction for both compensators is very small and overshoot is nonexistent. The rise time for b e 1-1 term is &ificantly better for the TDD
compensator, and for the 2-2 term significantly better for the characteristic l&us compensator. Plant input magnitudis for step reference inputs
are less for the TDD compensator, and steady-state errors are camparable and very small ( < I percent) for both.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method of reducing a multivariable design
problem to a collection of independent scalar design problems, thereby
allowing closed-loop design. This method can be compared against other
methods using at least three different criteria: ease of use, complexity of
'The TDD c~mpcnratoris aotuaUy an obvious approximation Lo Ular obtained by the

TDD mctbod, Ulc approximation allowing dew.% reduction.

(Al)

Then % is termed a Euclidean domain. The set of real polynomials in a
single variable forms a Euclidean domain with 6(a) being the degree of
a.
There are a number of standard .
~ r o.~ e r t i of
e s Euclidean domains 1171.
. .
Define a unit to be any element of a ring whose inverse is in the ring
and a rime to be any element of a rinc.that has no factors but itself,
and units. Then in a ~uclideandomain, every element can be factored
into a product of a finite number of primes which are unique up to
multiplication by units. Any set of elements in a Euclidean domain has a
greatest common dioisor (gcd) which is the unique (up to units) greatest
product of primes dividing all members of the set. Such a gcd is also
expressible as a linear combination of members of the set.
A matrix over a Euclidean domain with inverse also in the domain is
termed unimodular. A unimodular matrix over a Euclidean domain is
always expressible as a product of matrices representing the elementary
transformations of column interchange, multiplication of a column by a
unit, and addition of a multiple of one column to another wlumn, [II, p.
341.
There are other special types of rings, including the class of principal
ideal domains. We shall not bother with the definition here, but note
simply that any Euclidean damain is automatically a principal ideal
domain, and so any theorem dealing with matrices over a principal ideal
domain (such as that concerned with the existence of the Hennite form)
applies to matrices over a Euclidean domain.
Euclidean Domaim of Tramfer Functions

Let 5 be a region in the complex plane symmetrically located with
respect to the real axis and including at least one point on the real axis.

(ThusS might be the open left half-plane, or the region Re[*] < - 1, or
(Re[sl<O)n(ln-arg(s)l<n/3). For applications, 5 will correspond to
a region in which we desire closed-loop system poles to be, and for the
bulk of the paper, S is the left half-plane Re[s]<O).
Consider the set of real rational transfer functions 9s=(a//3 with
u,B real polynomials, a/B proper and all zeros of lying in 5 ).
(In applications, 9, will correspond to the set of desirable transfer
functions.) Then it is an important result that 9, is a Euclidean domain.
(The principal ideal domain property was shoGin [9].) The fact that Ts
is an integral domain is easy to check. We shall review however the
verification of the "degree" property. Observe firdt that the units of 9,
are precisely those transfer functions o/p for which dego =deg/3 and all
zsros of both a and lie in S. (For S =(slRe[sl<O), minimum phase
transfer functions which are nonzero at s= m are the units.) Second,
observe that if n is a degree I polynomial with one zero in 5, we have

far some n, some unite, and some y whose zeros are disjoint from 5.
We shall establish the division part of the Euclidean domain property
by taking S(u/p)=n. Thus, let b=a,/& with a,,& wprime and
n-a,/8,-e.ya/n'b.
We seek then a proper q=aq/8, and proper
r = e , y , / l m with n,<na and y, possessing all zeros disjoint from 5 such
that

As shown in 191, the construction is achievable as follows. Find polynomials p and B with deg0 < degOb such that

(This is possible because y, and /3, must be wprime as polynomials.)
Then

Triongula~izafion
via Posfmuhiplienfion by o UnimDduIar Mafrix

Consider an n x n matrix [gU(s)] over 9,. Then tziangulariration is
possible via a series of elementary wlumn transformations (this is
equivalent to postmultiplication by a unimodular matrix). The idea is as
follows.
1) Move the lowest degree element in the first row to the 1-1 position.
2) Subtract a multiple of the first column from the second,
third,. ..column to ensure 6(gli)<S(g,,), i > I.
3) If one or more of g,, for i > l is nonmo, return to I. Othenvise
proceed to step 4).
4) Temporarily delete the first row and column.
5) Repeat the procedure of steps I) to 4) on the remaining ma&.
This leaves the temporarily deleted rows and columns unaltered.
If at the end of this procedure, one subtracts a multiple of column 2
from wlumn 1, multiples of wlumn 3 from columns 2 and 1, and so on,
ensuring that 6[&]>S[gv], j < i , we obtain (to within element multiplication by units) the Hermite form of [gU(s)]. Since this involves further
manipulations, the resulting unimodular matrix is in a rough sense more
complex.
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